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Calculating Electronic Time Recorder with Daily & Running
Totals
A versatile time recorder that can calculate for up to 100 employees over a
weekly, bi-weekly or monthly period. Combined with our pre-coded clock
cards, it will tally up all accumulated hours per day along with a running
total and eliminate over stamping to further reduce administration.
Complete with a variety of selectable modes to track absences and mark
lateness, the Seiko 395 sets a new standard for calculating time recorders.
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Ÿ Automatic card feeding
Ÿ Various print formats up to 6 types to choose from
Ÿ Password for security to protect the system settings
Ÿ Mechanical key lock
Ÿ Pay periods- monthly, bi-weekly, or weekly
Ÿ Automatic daylight saving time changes
Ÿ List printing for settings and programs
Ÿ Back-up battery for 3 years data and setting protection
Ÿ Multi language (English, Spanish, German, French, Italian,
Portuguese)
Ÿ With a back light LCD digital screen
Ÿ IN/OUT time printing as many times as needed in a day
Ÿ 2 Modes for clocking IN/OUT for simplicity and options for
unlimited clocking’s to help fit how the workforce works

Power Supply

120VAC 50/60Hz 0.3A (Battery
powered) 220-240VAC 50/60Hz 0.17A

Weight (kg)
Outside Dimensions
Clock
Accuracy

1.5kg (3.3lb)
205mm (H) x 160mm (W) x 128mm (D)
Digital face with LCD back light
Monthly accuracy better than +/- 15
seconds (At ordinary temperature)

Printing Colour
Accessories

Mano colour (Black)
Ribbon cassette - DTR610-301
Replace card - DTS_QR3581

Clocking
Battery

Special mark for irregular clocking “!”
Built in backup battery to help with
storing settings - up to 3 years
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